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Much has happened since the first issue of ‘Stand Out!’
was published last year, most notably our successful
2013 campaign and the fact that there are now three
out footballers currently playing the beautiful game.

Licensing global sports events in Russia
& other countries hostile to LGBT inclusion

Robbie Rogers’ decision to come out and retire
simultaneously on February 15th last year caused
shock waves throughout the game, partly because he
became the first international player to come out but
mainly because he felt he had to retire as “in football it’s
obviously impossible to come out”.

A discussion for football supporters,
campaigners and LGBT community members
What are the implications for LGBT supporters
and players in 2018?
What have we learned from campaigns
around Sochi?
How do we influence change in international
governing bodies?
What should our action as football's
stakeholders be going into 2018?

Thankfully, once he’d relaxed away from the game and
sifted through the thousands of messages of support,
he accepted an offer from LA Galaxy head coach Bruce
Arena to train with the Californian side and, on May
26th, Robbie became the first openly gay player to
appear in a top flight football match when he helped the
Galaxy defeat Seattle Sounders 4-0.

HAVE
YOUR S
AY

Since then, Gainsborough Trinity winger Liam Davis
has come out, becoming the only openly gay footballer
currently playing in the UK, and earlier this month the
retired German international Thomas Hitzlsperger came
out, thereby becoming only the second gay player to
have played in the English top flight after Justin Fashanu.
And we mustn’t forget Liverpool-born Anton Hysén
(Utsiktens BK) who was the first footballer in the world
to come out while actively playing.

Sunday 16th February 2014
16.00 - 18.00

Part of the Pride House Manchester programme
#FvH2014 #pridehousemcr

So there are currently three out-and-proud gay
footballers whereas three years ago there were none,
but does this mean that football is becoming less
homophobic? Maybe, just maybe, football is changing…

The Lesbian & Gay Foundation
5 Richmond St, Manchester
Greater Manchester M1 3HF
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Another Robbie, this time the Scouse Fowler referred
to and revered as ‘God’ by those who populate Anfield’s
Kop, appeared on the BBC’s Football Focus programme
after Hitzlsperger came out, and apologised for his
notorious taunting of Chelsea’s Graeme Le Saux at
Anfield in 1997. Le Saux regularly received homophobic
abuse from players and fans, despite not being gay,
and Fowler now admits that his ‘arse in ya face’ actions
were wrong. He hopes that people could learn from his
mistake, stating: “Certainly if things happen on a pitch,
the thing is you learn from it and I know I certainly have.
And another important thing is other people can learn
off something I have done as well. I’m thankful people
can learn off me. It was wrong and we’re sorry.”
If Robbie Fowler can admit his mistakes, that using
homophobic actions and language is not acceptable,
then maybe others will follow his example and
apologise, and encourage the world of football to
embrace all players and fans, be they lesbian, gay,
straight, bisexual and transgender. To get to the point
where a campaign such as ours becomes irrelevant is
something that we must all work towards, but until we
get there, myself and the FvH team will continue to press
all those involved in the game to embrace our message
and support the campaign.
This month is the focal point of our 2014 campaign, so
please keep visiting the website and ensure that your
team is supporting Football v Homophobia.
Phil Moss, editor
(pictured above right with Paul Lorraine)

Please note that the opinions expressed by contributors in this fanzine do not necessarily represent the opinions of the FvH
campaign or its members. We aim to provide a platform for useful engagement with fans’ issues and experiences.
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2013 was a great year for the campaign. Over 31
professional clubs got on board during February and
took action to visibly support Football v Homophobia,
including 8 teams from the Premier League. With the
FA’s FA150 initiative, this number grew throughout
the season with further commitments by clubs to get
on board for FvH 2014. One noticeable improvement
in 2013, which we hope will continue this year, is the
number of non-league and men’s steps team getting
behind the campaign, alongside a significant number of
County FA’s.

•

August saw us run our first international fans’
conference alongside FARE, football’s anti-discrimination
campaigning organisation for Europe. 120 people
attended the event from 20 different countries and the
programme included plenary sessions, workshops and
networking opportunities. There was also an official
reception for conference delegates, hosted by the Lord
Mayor of Manchester. Speakers included Les Pratt from
Manchester Pride, Patrick Gasser from UEFA and Dirk
Middeldorf from Queer Football Fans Club. Topics
covered included innovative campaigning, LGBT fans
groups, Football v Transphobia and a discussion on
the relative benefits of education and regulation. The
conference report will be published imminently, so keep
an eye out!

•

INTERNATIONAL
GRANTS

•

December saw us launch our new round of international
grants in partnership with FARE. Once again we had far
more applicants than grants to give, but are pleased to
announce that the following projects were successful:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Asd Polisportiva Jackie Tonawanda (Italy) – anti
homophobia football match
Chrzaszczyki (Poland) – tournament for LBT teams
in Poland
DFC Kreuzberg, Germany – educational workshop
for football teams in local league
Football State (Israel) – anti homophobia football
tournament
Fotbollssupportrar mot homofobi (Footboll fans
against homophobia) (Sweden) – educational
seminar with supporters of Malmo FF

•
•
•
•

•

FOUL (Greece) – round table on homophobia and
football in Greece
Labris (Serbia) – promotional materials to get more
people involved in LGBT sports
NGO Kulsport Montenegro (Montenegro) –
conference with players and parents at football
school
Out in Slovenia (Slovenia) – a range of antihomophobia awareness activities at the finals of the
women’s winter indoor football league
Section of Sport Journalists in Bulgaria (Bulgaria) –
media workshop on LGBT inclusion in football
Stichting Pro-Respect (Netherlands) – formation of
Football Fans Against Homophobia in Netherlands
and first action
Woking Borough Council – awareness raising youth
football festival with Woking Town FC

ESMEE FAIRBAIRN
FOUNDATION
We were also delighted to secure support from the
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation that is funding a range of
projects over the next two years. Keep an eye out for
the following events/projects and please circulate to
anyone who might be interested:

•

Media training on gender, sexuality and sport:
fvhtraining.eventbrite.co.uk
Junior football poster to educate young footballers
around LGBT inclusion
Training workshops for Professional academies
Self-assessment scheme for junior football clubs to
ensure they are being LGBT inclusive

OFFICIAL LAUNCH 2014
Saturday 1st saw the official campaign launch hosted
by the Crystal Palace FC Foundation at Selhurst Park.
It was great to see so many people in attendance, and
the support we received from the game was excellent.
Uplifting and significant speeches were delivered by
Donald Forde (CPFC Foundation), Lou Englefield (FvH),
Funke Awoderu (FA), Peter Hammond (Football League)
and Simone Pound (PFA). All praised the work of the
campaign and there is a genuine feeling that we are
3
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getting the message across to all those involved in the
game that homophobic and transphobic behaviour
should not, and will not, be tolerated.

team would like to thank everyone who attended,
and particularly Donald and his team at the CPFC
Foundation.

Once the formal part of the evening had been
completed, participants then swung into competitive
mode as the table football competition began,
and the room that had been respectfully silent was
suddenly awash with the sounds of joy and pain as
teams battled for the spoils of victory. Overall it was
a great start to the campaign month, and the FvH

Finally, our own team underwent some changes, with
the fantastic new addition of Phil Moss, officially
joining the FvH team to become Stand Out!’s new
editor [Ed. I wasn’t allowed to remove this!]
Lou Englefield, Megan Worthing-Davies
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DISCUSSIONS,
LECTURES, EXHIBITION

Over a two-week period in October, the Fare Action Weeks saw
thousands of people involved in organising around 2000 activities
against discrimination in 48 countries. Fans, human rights groups,
grassroots clubs, community groups and professional clubs, leagues and FAs
came together to celebrate diversity under the theme of ‘Football People’.

Löwenfans gegen Rechts, an anti-racist fan group of
2nd Bundesliga club 1860 Munich, marked the action
weeks with a series of events against homophobia
with an alliance of German LGBT football fans
groups. Löwenfans gegen Rechts hosted the travelling
exhibition “Against the rules: lesbians and gays in
sport”. For the duration of the exhibition, several LGBT
themed fringe events took place that attracted football
supporters and the general public.

Many NGOs, supporters groups and amateur teams ran events that addressed
homophobia in football and championed LGBT rights.

EMPOWERING LGBT
REFUGEES

FOOTBALL FANS
AGAINST HOMOPHOBIA

Kaos GL, a human rights organisation from Turkey,
organised events in three different cities to support
Iranian LGBT refugees who were forced to flee their
home country because of persecution on grounds
of sexuality. The “Red Card to Borders, Red Card to
Homophobia” events took place in the capital city
Ankara, as well as Denizli and Kayseri. The LGBT asylum
seekers and refugees came together to play football
and share their experiences.

In England, supporters of League Two side AFC
Wimbledon became the first British fan group,
together with their club, to lend support to the
German supporters’ “Fußballfans gegen Homophobie“
campaign with a match day against homophobia
during the Football People weeks.

The players expressed their solidarity with Halil İbrahim
Dinçdağ, the Turkish gay referee who lost his job after
coming out. Halil refereed all three tournaments.
The Iranian participants, some of whom had never
had the chance to play football before, called for
their rights to be acknowledged through banners
reading “homosexuality is not a choice, but hatred
is”, “homosexuality is neither a crime nor a sin”,
“football for all, life for all”, “gay referee, we love you”
and in Persian addressed the government of their
home country and the former President of Iran
“Ahmadinejad, we are here!”

A panel discussion “Seitenwechsel. Coming out beim
Fußball” (‘Changeover. Coming out in football’) with
the German ex-pro player Tanja Walther-Ahrens was
the opening event in a programme that saw film
screenings, presentations and a book launch with
Ronny Blaschke, the author of “Versteckspieler” a true
story about the life of a young gay footballer.

The travelling banner of the Football Fans Against
Homophobia campaign was displayed at the game,
and the AFC Wimbledon players donned T-shirts
in support of the campaign during the pre-match
warm-up. In a statement the club said: “The club’s
management and players urge supporters to help
create a positive and inclusive atmosphere at The
Cherry Red Records Stadium”.

LGBT ACTION ACROSS
EUROPE
Many more organisations, LGBT community groups
and straight allies alike, across Europe spoke out
against homophobia. Denmark fans staged a large,
colourful rainbow choreography during the country’s
international match against Italy.

Launched in Berlin as part of the Fare Action Weeks in
2011, the Football Fans against Homophobia campaign
has been on display at more than 50 football clubs and
community projects across Germany. Since spring 2013,
an English version of the banner has been displayed in
Croatia, Denmark, Greece, the Netherlands, Norway
and Spain.

In Bulgaria, the Association Gay Sports came together
through a tournament and Paris Arc-en-Ciel, France’s
first LGBT football club, joined in with a banner against
discrimination.
The French women’s organisation Les Dégommeuses
took to the streets and raised awareness of
homophobia, sexism and racism. In Amsterdam, there
was a mini-conference hosted by the John Blankenstein
Foundation to help create a safe and welcoming
environment for players to come out.

Often disowned by their own families, the players
claimed their space on the pitch and sent a clear
message about their existence.
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The power of the action weeks lies in the multitude
of events and people from all backgrounds who
come together in a united stand against racism,
homophobia, transphobia, sexism and all other forms
of discrimination.
Get involved in the Football People action weeks in
October 2014.
www.farenet.org
www.twitter.com/farenet
www.facebook.com/farenetwork
Claudia Krobitzsch
Programmes Coordinator, FARE
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...one of
their players
responded to
the award of
a foul against
him for a trip
on our captain
by shouting “get
up, you puff.”

On Saturday 21st September, I took my usual place
between the sticks for Wallsend Winstons in Division
4 of the North East over 40s League. Towards the end
of our 5-2 victory away to Hartlepool Owton Manor,
one of their players responded to the award of a foul
against him for a trip on our captain by shouting “get
up, you puff.” Nobody other than me complained
about this phrase. From Hartlepool I caught the train
to Northallerton, where my team Heaton Stannington
won a close contest in the Northern League Division
2, by a margin of 2-1; a home supporter called the
linesman a “faggot” for flagging a Northallerton player
offside as they desperately pressed for an equaliser.
Again, I was the only person in the crowd who
demurred at the speaker’s choice of language. Later
that night, an acquaintance commented on Facebook
that Tim Krul was “a big, soft queer” for allowing
Robert Brady to score Hull’s first equaliser at St. James’
Park. I was a lone voice on the thread, complaining
about the words uttered. Why is this? Why do I find
the North East to still be largely a rancorous, seething
pit of vile homophobia?

in football, perhaps not by
the authorities, but by players
and fans alike in our region? Saturday 21st
September was the centrepiece of the Paddy
Power inspired Rainbow Laces campaign.
Paddy Power teamed up with Stonewall - the
campaigning organisation that was formed in
1989 as a reaction to the loathsome Section 28
of the Local Government Act, which expressly
prohibited the “promotion” of homosexuality –
to distribute rainbow-coloured laces to all professional
clubs; the idea being that players would wear the laces
to show their opposition to homophobia. However,
even if you watched wall-to-wall Sky Sports and
every edition of Match of the Day over the weekend
you would be forgiven if this event passed under
your radar. It simply isn’t in the interests of football
authorities and their legion of economic camp
followers and itinerant symbiotic media proselytisers
to either admit there is something decidedly
heterosexist if not phallocentric at the core of the
game; much less to draw attention to this fact.

In the current social and sporting climate, racism is
seen as utterly socially unacceptable, with the idiots
responsible for much of the most reprehensible
outbursts on social media and life in general being
brought to book for their criminal behaviour. This
is exactly how it should be. Equally, one of the most
gladdening sights I’ve ever seen was the other summer;
on a warm July, Sunday afternoon, cycling back over
the Redheugh Bridge from Gateshead, I passed several
gay pubs near the Centre For Life; many of them
had customers outside, relaxing over a few drinks
in their Newcastle shirts. I hate the idea of people
wearing replica kits, but the incontrovertible evidence
of football fans being welcomed into the LGBT
community was heartening; how I wish the feeling was
reciprocated.

Of course, if you had heard about the campaign
and wanted to show your support, pairs of laces
could have been sourced from Paddy Power. As
someone who is vehemently opposed to gambling
in all its manifestations, as much as I am opposed to
homophobia, I was therefore left in a quandary; would
wearing these laces compromise my principles by
forcing me to enter a betting shop? In the end, I was
able to resolve this complex moral issue and declined
to wear the laces with a completely clear conscience
due to a number of persuasive arguments I read.
Instead I made an undertaking to sponsor Heaton
Stannington’s home game versus North Shields on
February 8th 2014, in order to get behind the FvH2014
campaign.

The question I want to ask is this; why is casual
homophobia and heterosexism not only tolerated
but seemingly promoted as an acceptable ideology

player; considering the percentage of friends
I’ve got from the LBGT community, I find that
saddening if not depressing. What is it about
football that suppresses the right of gay people
to be themselves in all aspects of their life?

Perhaps the answer can be demonstrated
by how Match of the Day, with significant
insensitivity, used Robbie Fowler, whose
homophobic conduct towards Graeme Le
Saux marked a low-water mark in homophobic
attitudes in professional football, as a pundit
on Saturday 21st September. The truly tragic
thing is that it isn’t just the football authorities
and the broadcasters who ignore homophobia,
heterosexism and phallocentrism in football, but
the hegemonic prevalence of a workerist false
consciousness among fans themselves. The argument
that is tacitly propounded by fans and opportunistic
vanguardistas seeking to assume a messianic role as
ideological saviours of the proletariat, is that football
is a working class, macho sport; consequently any
behaviour that is tough, bloke-orientated and by
extension and definition, homophobic must not only
be tolerated but venerated as part of the fetishisation
of soi-disant working class attitudes.

wearing a t-shirt to support striking dock workers
makes Fowler a figure who is beyond criticism.
Anyone seeking to say otherwise is denounced as
demonstrating bourgeois values, as those in support
of or, more crucially and worryingly, from the LBGT
community are, by definition, not working class and
not fully “on message” with the vanguardistas.
While I must step away from any discussions of the
bizarre Leninist Anti-Sex Cults that seek to excuse
prejudiced and bigoted working class attitudes as
part of their obsequious adoration of the workerist
ideal, it has to be said that granting legitimacy to the
conduct of Paul Gascoigne is an act forged from the
same heterosexist, phallocentric base metal. Then
again, Saturday 21st September also marked a glitzy
Tyneside formal dinner, marking the 30th anniversary
of the programme Auf Wiedersehen Pet, an endless
fountain of macho Geordie rhetoric.
Personally, I would rather celebrate the existence of
an open member of the LBGT community in north
east sport than the antics of Dennis, Neville and Oz;
it is 2013, not 1983 and as football fans, we need to
accept this.
Ian Cusack

Therefore, the logical conclusion of such attitudes is
that as Robbie Fowler is a footballer from Liverpool,
his conduct towards Graeme Le Saux wasn’t crass,
boorish, unpleasant and misplaced (Le Saux is
actually straight), it was actually acceptable as
coming from a working class part of Liverpool and

While my sexuality is my own business, I must say
that while I have friends from the LBGT community
who are fanatical football fans, I don’t believe I’ve
ever played on the same team as an openly gay
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Editor’s note: since this article was commissioned, Robbie Fowler
has appeared on the BBC’s Football Focus programme and
apologised for his homophobic actions towards Graeme Le Saux.

THE RISE
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The last couple of years has seen a huge increase in
the number of fans interested in setting up their
own fans’ groups. After the ‘Gay Gooners’ were
established in 2012, this season we have seen
the formation of Norwich City’s ‘Proud Canaries’,
Manchester City’s ‘Canal Street Blues’, Everton’s
‘Rainbow Toffees’, and of course most recently as
part of the month of action, an official LGBT
supporter group at Tottenham Hotspur. In this
issue, we hear from Julie Bremner about the Proud
Canaries’ journey, and Dave Raval, a Gay Gooner,
reporting from the QFF conference in Germany.

PROUD CANARIES
READY TO KICK OUT
HOMOPHOBIA
A new formal LGBT Fans and Friends group associated
with Norwich City Football Club (NCFC) called
‘Proud Canaries’ was created during the first half of
the 2013/14 season. This group was created following
NCFC’s lack of formal support for the ‘Rainbow Laces’
campaign as, although a number of the players chose
to wear rainbow laces, many fans felt more could be
done.
Norwich Pride first approached the club to suggest
working together to tackle homophobia and
transphobia. NCFC, along with all other Premiership
Clubs, are signed up to the FA’s Plan For Action on
LGBT Equality but have yet to implement the actions
within the ground.
Proud Canaries formed after holding two meetings
at Carrow Road, Norwich City’s ground, to discuss
concerns and ideas. Fans who attended the meetings
had experienced homophobia in the stands and all
acknowledged the impact on their enjoyment of the
game, some even moving seats to avoid such abuse.
David McNally, the club’s chief executive, was very
open to a hearing our ideas and we met with him

the club.
PREPARING FOR ACTION
in November 2013. The meeting with David was
extremely positive and we discussed how we can
ensure football is inclusive for all and agreed joint
action to challenge homophobia in football. We used
the ideas in the Football v Homophobia Toolkit for
Professional Clubs as a basis for the discussion.

Proud Canaries has agreed some key dates for activity
with the club and the group is getting involved in the
FvH February month of action. We are in the process
of agreeing some very visible and inspiring activity at
the Norwich v Spurs match on Sunday 23 February,
KO 4pm. We are also going to become one of the
‘Global Canary’ groups that regularly parade around
the ground at half time during matches. We also agreed
to put up posters, train the stewards and increase
awareness at Carrow Road in a similar way to the Kick
It Out campaign to end racism in football has managed
to achieve at our ground.

We had support from the club from the beginning and
this has made
establishing
the group a lot
easier. Joe Ferrari,
head of media at
NCFC, said: “The
club is proud of
our supporters
and the many
Norwich City
supporter groups
in the UK and
around the world. We’re delighted to hear that a
meeting is being held to gather support for a Norwich
City LGBT group – we wish them every success.”

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
If you identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual or trans (LGBT)
or are a NCFC fan interested in supporting this
campaign, then please contact Proud Canaries at info@
proudcanaries.co.uk or via twitter @ProudCanaries
Julie Bremner

QUEER FOOTBALL FAN
CLUBS CONGRESS 2014

One exciting development since our formation is that
Stephen Fry, one of the most famous gay men in the
world and a member of the NCFC Board, has agreed to
be our Honorary President. We are absolutely thrilled
to receive Stephen’s support as this helps build our
relationship and reputation with the club, and beyond,
to strengthen our message against homophobia and
transphobia.

In January 2014, I attended a congress for Queer
Football Fan Clubs, which took place over a weekend
in Cologne, Germany. I had no idea what to expect to
be honest, so just went there with an open mind, to see
what it was all about. We’d been invited by the Gay Fan
Club of Borussia Dortmund, when they
visited the Emirates for a Champions League game.

THE LEGACY OF JUSTIN FASHANU
For the last four years Norwich Pride has organised a
‘Kick Homophobia Out Of Football’ tournament to
coincide with Justin Fashanu’s birthday in February.
Justin was the first openly gay professional footballer
who played at NCFC between 1978 and 1981 and
scored some fantastic goals for the club. A picture of
Justin is displayed in the NCFC Hall of Fame in Carrow
Road and many fans are really proud that he played for

The conference turned out to be pretty impressive: 200
people attended, representing 29 clubs, from Germany,
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Switzerland and the Netherlands. There were social
activities, including visits to bars and a brunch, and an
impressive reception in the town hall hosted by the
Mayor of Cologne. The conference programme itself
included reports on what each fan group was doing,
a presentation by the chief executive of Bundesliga
Club 1.FC Köln, and presentations that discussed on
how politics and football should mix when it comes
to tackling homophobia. As the German international
player Thomas Hitzlesperger had come out only days
before, the latter discussion was particularly timely! The
locals were amazed that all three main political party
leaders in the UK had congratulated Hitzlesperger on
coming out – how often does a politician congratulate
a foreign national for being gay?!
Overall it was a good event, and it’s certainly very
impressive that they have so many LGBTI fan clubs.
The dilemma remains for all of them (and for us too)
though, namely whether such clubs are primarily
social affairs for people to watch football and socialise
together, or whether they are active campaigners to
people outside their fan clubs, to carry the message of
inclusion to everyone else. Of course, they’re usually a
bit of both, but everyone has to find their own balance.
Dave Raval
- out gay referee and one of the founder members of the
Gay Gooners, the LGBTI fan club of Arsenal FC.

GAY BLUES
Growing up in the Kirkdale area of Liverpool in the
70s and early 80s, there was only one team I could
support. And it wasn’t the one picking up trophies left,
right and centre – it was the one that had the history
but not much happening at the time. Growing up in
Kirkdale, you were either a suffering Blue or you were a
nobody who supported the other team.
I used to go to the matches at Goodison
with my older brothers – my Dad was
originally from Tuebrook and as a result
ended up supporting the wrong team, so
I didn’t go the kop – and we had a
right laugh on the Gwladys Street,
But while I was
until they came across Stanley Park.
thrilled by the
I always remember one game, in
football and
1982, when they thumped us 5-0 at
winning trophies, our place and Ian Rush, the turncoat
there was another Evertonian, scored four goals. He
reason why going would end up breaking the great
to the match had Dixie Dean’s record for Derby goals,
the rat, and that evening at home
become even
was hell for us as my Dad kept on
more enjoyable
mentioning it and then he made us
for me...”
watch Match of the Day.
Going to the match in the 80s
got better though, as Howard Kendall assembled a
team that, given half the chance, would’ve won the
European Cup. Two Football League Championships
– 1985 & 1987 – and three consecutive FA Cup Final
appearances (won the first in 1984), as well as victory
in the 1985 European Cup Winners’ Cup Final, was an
unbelievable time to be stood on the Gwladys Street.
But while I was thrilled by the football and winning
trophies, there was another reason why going to the
match had become even more enjoyable for me.
You see, in those days, the players wore shorts that
reflected the word ‘short’ and as I became aware of
my sexuality (although I didn’t know what that word

meant in those days) I started to realise that I was
attracted to other blokes in a way I had yet to fully
understand.
I didn’t talk to anyone about these thoughts and
feelings – not my mates, not my brothers and
definitely not my old man. I bought ‘Match’ and
‘Shoot’ and used to put the posters on my walls like
any other lad, but my idolisation of these players had
more than one angle.

In those days, when I look back, Goodison was
a fairly nasty ground. Racism was common – we
didn’t have a black player – and it came to a head
when they signed John Barnes. He got some terrible
stick from us, and there’s that famous photo of him
backheeling a banana off our pitch, I think during an
FA Cup tie.

One match stands out for me, a 2-2 Goodison draw
in November 1986 against Chelsea, who weren’t that
good in those days. But it wasn’t the fact that we only
got a draw, but it was a few comments that I got in the
pub from the visiting fans before the game.
Puberty had taken the piss with me and left me with
a ridiculously high voice. Put that together with my
strong Scouse accent and I sounded ridiculous. And
camp. I was queuing at the bar to buy a round and in
came a group of Chelsea fans. When I ordered, they
started on me… “Alrite mate, do ya take it up the arse?
Yeah, of course you do, you bloody queer.”

Then Hillsborough happened. Thankfully my Dad
hadn’t managed to get a ticket, or else he could’ve
been in the Leppings Lane. The Goodison Derby
soon after that April day was an amazing experience
because everyone, Blue or Red, knew someone that
had died, or was injured, or just affected by it. There
was such a mutual feeling for each other in the city,
in the pub before the match and then the minute’s
silence – well, it moved everyone to tears, me
included. I vowed then to change my life.

I had heard comments like that in pubs in the past,
especially when we went away from home and I was
buying the round, but they’d never been said straight
to me. And on the terraces, I’d heard “bloody poof”
and similar comments when someone missed a pass
or gave up a great chance, but this was something
different.

I started sneaking off to Liverpool’s few gay bars, and
I remember somehow being able to watch the first
episode of Channel Four’s new drama ‘Queer As Folk’.
Next weekend I was on the train to Manchester and
the wonder that was Canal Street. I had discovered
my life and I had found happiness, albeit in secret.

Suddenly I was hearing every homophobic comment,
thinking they were all being directed at me. I got
nervous when going in the pub and standing on the
Gwladys Street, all the time worried that my secret
would be exposed and that I’d get beaten up, or worse.
And it appeared that the comments were everywhere
– I just hadn’t heard them until then, or paid attention
to them.

Fast forward to last year and the start of this season.
I’m openly gay now, and attending matches at
Goodison is so much better than it used to be –
there’s a great atmosphere at the ground these
days. I’ve taken some of my gay mates along too so
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they could experience the Gwladys Street and I’m
delighted that they have got into the game, thanks
in part to the more inclusive nature of the matchday
experience.
Then, in mid-September, Everton became the first
club to support the Paddy Power ‘rainbow laces’
campaign and you can imagine the immense pride
that I felt on that day, especially when captain
Phil Jagielka said: “For me and the rest of the lads
at Everton a player’s sexuality is not important,
but their ability on the pitch is. We don’t tolerate
discrimination of any kind at Everton and the whole
club works hard to get that message out to the fans.
No one should feel that they can’t be themselves –
on or off the pitch – so that is why we are supporting
this initiative.”
This is how far my club has come in the 40-odd years
of my life, and I know other clubs and their fans are
the same. I hope there’s a time soon when campaigns
such as ‘rainbow laces’ and Football v Homophobia
aren’t needed, but until then, I hope all clubs and
fans unite to get rid of this blight on our game.
Pete Marshall
Evertonian and proudly openly gay
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FEBRUARY 2014 IS OUR MONTH OF ACTION
Speak to your club!
Speak to your supporters’ trust or association!
GET YOUR CLUB INVOLVED!

TICKETS TO
ARSENAL V
SUNDERLAND
ON 22ND FEBRUARY

Toolkits and support, plus much more besides, are available on our website

www.footballvhomophobia.com
2014 SUPPORTING CLUBS CONFIRMED SO FAR
PREMIER LEAGUE
Arsenal FC
Aston Villa FC
Chelsea FC
Crystal Palace FC
Everton FC
Liverpool FC
Manchester City FC
Manchester United FC
Newcastle United FC
Stoke City FC
Sunderland AFC
Tottenham Hotspur FC
West Ham United FC
West Bromwich Albion FC

FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AFC Wimbledon
Bradford City FC
Brentford FC
Brighton and Hove Albion FC
Burton Albion FC
Chesterfield FC
Coventry City FC

Derby County Football Club
Exeter City FC
Gillingham FC
Huddersfield Town FC
Leyton Orient FC
Mansfield Town FC
Millwall FC
MK Dons FC
Northampton Town FC
Oldham Athletic FC
Portsmouth FC
Reading FC
Southend United FC
Tranmere Rovers FC
Walsall FC
Watford FC
Wycombe Wanderers FC
York City FC

NON-LEAGUE
AFC Crowley
Baughurst AFC
Biggleswade United FC
Castlecroft Rangers FC

Ciren Town FC
Coalville Town FC
Erith & Belvedere FC
FC Glasgow
FC United of Manchester
Haverhill Rovers FC
Heaton Stannington FC
Hereford United FC
Oxford City FC
Rudheath Social FC
Tewkesbury Town FC
West Midlands Police FC
Woking Town FC

Win FREE tickets to Arsenal v Sunderland on 22nd Feb as part of Arsenal in the
Community’s support for Football v Homophobia during LGBT History Month.
To enter the competition, send approximately 200 words to
competition@footballvhomophobia.com answering the following question:

What does Football v Homophobia mean to you?
Competition closes 12.00pm Thursday 20th Feb. The top 3-5 entries will be printed in the March
fanzine, and the winner will receive confirmation of the tickets by Thursday 20th 18.00pm

WOMEN’S SUPER
LEAGUE
Millwall Lionesses LFC

WOMEN’S STEPS
Gillingham Ladies FC
Liverpool Feds Ladies Football
Team

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF
FOOTBALL V HOMOPHOBIA!
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#FVH2014

